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UNITING OF TEMPORAL INTERESTS—NOT AN OBSOLETE

PRINCIPLE—IMPROVEMENT AMONG THE SAINTS—NEED

OF BEING MORE SELF-SUSTAINING—WORKS TO BE

ACCOMPLISHED.

REMARKS BY APOSTLE BRIGHAM YOUNG, DELIVERED AT THE GENERAL CONFERENCE,

ON SATURDAY MORNING, APRIL 5TH, 1884.

REPORTED BY JOHN IRVINE.

It has been said, that words fitly spo-

ken are like apples of gold in pictures

of silver. This is especially true when

they are accompanied by the Spirit of the

Lord, carrying with them life and sal-

vation to the people. There are many

subjects that might be dwelt upon which

are familiar to the Latter-day Saints,

and which would doubtless yet be ap-

propriate to speak upon in our general

assemblies. I look back upon the past

few years and recall principles that have

been taught to the people, but which the

Spirit no longer seems to inspire the El-

ders to dwell upon. And the question

arises in the mind: Have such princi-

ples become obsolete? Are they done

away? I look forward to the time when

we shall be able to speak upon the prin-

ciples of uniting this people together in

their temporal as well as their spiritual

interests far more effectually than we

have ever done heretofore. United we

stand; our interests are identified; the

welfare of the one affects the other; and

our influence socially, financially and po-

litically is powerful for good, and is a

lever for our own prosperity as well as

our own protection. Disunited we ac-

knowledge our own weakness; infirmity

is stamped in our every act, and in time

we pass away like the dream of the night

vision. I do not desire at this time to

treat upon the subject of the United Or-

der, but I would like to ask if the Latter-

day Saints think for a moment that that

principle is done away, or that it may

be considered a failure never again to

be brought to our notice? If such has

been the conclusion of any part of this

assembly, I have no hesitancy in stating

for their information that such is not the

case; it cannot be so if we are ever to an-

swer the design of the Almighty respect-

ing the future of His Kingdom upon the

earth. I would say further, the time is ap-

proaching, if I am a judge of the Spirit as

witnessed among the people throughout

our settlements from the extreme north

to the extreme south, when the princi-

ple will again be sounded in our ears;

and the Spirit of God as I read it in its

workings among the people, and as I feel

its operations in my own breast, testifies

to me that when it comes again the peo-

ple will be prepared to receive it, and act

upon it, as they have never done before.

It is, perhaps, necessary, in our present

state, that we should have a certain


